


What period? What defined the population of this period? What medium used for

these cave paintings?



What period and what developments distinguished this period?



What do we call the marks used to describe these sandals?



What method is used here to describe volume and mass?



What is the term that we use to describe lighting effects
and what physical aspect does it describe?



What is the effect we’re seeing in this image?



What vocabulary term do we use to describe the use of the different
elements in this image?



What type of scale?

This scale demonstrates what color characteristic?

These colors are?  When mixed they create?



What are the three color groups? Colors next to each other? Directly across 
from each other?



When an artist, working with paints, mixes one color with another color
to achieve a third color, what sort of mixing do we call this?



What color dynamic is at work here?



What method(s) are employed to give a sense of deep space?



What form of linear perspective did Leonardo use in this fresco? Painted on a dry wall,
what type of fresco would this be?



The broad use of  ? describes the dead of night in this Edward Hopper painting?
Considering the content of this image, how would you classify this sort of painting?



In this Cubist painting by Pablo Picasso, the similar red shapes of the chair
create what? How would you describe the type this sort of painting?



What is Vincent Van Gogh expressing in this view? What term describes his 
use of the heavy application of paint to the surface?



What distinguishes buon (or true) fresco from fresco seco? What feature did Roman
engineering contribute to this painting?



What are the compositional dynamics / aspects? 



This artist, Caravaggio, was known for his use of what technique? The red drape serves to 
do what with the viewer’s attention?



What sort of balance has Georgia O’Keefe used in this painting? How does she
describe the sense of deep space? How would you describe her palette?



What are the four primary printing processes?



Using a flat (planographic) surface as a____?____ Which of the printing
processes is this associated with?   



What type of print and what type of process?



What is this apparatus, and which Renaissance artist saw its usefulness a 
drawing tool?



What classification of art would this be described as? What 
material do ceramicists use to add color to their creations?



Who is this woman? What period is she from? What are the primary processes for sculpture?



What type of sculpture? 



What term describes this type of sculpture?



Sculpture created of multiple and often dissimilar components is called?



What type of sculpture and what sort of balance dynamic?



Art that is directly tied to a given space is known as?



What form of art would this be identified as?



What are the Greek Orders and what are the physical components
to these columns?



What is post & lintel construction?  What is the Golden section / Golden mean?



What elements reveal this as Gothic architecture? 


